
STUDY HELPERS  GROUP 2  PART B 

 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIER 

1. A s_________, ___________, dog rather (short / long) in proportion to height 
2. General appearance can be summed up as h_______ b_________ and r__________ 
3. Head is (short /long ) and skull is (rounded / flat / domed) 
4. Muzzle is s________ and p__________, and (shorter than / equal to / longer than) length of skull  
5. Eyes - ________(size); _____________(shape); ________________(set); ______________(colour) 
6. Ears - _________(size); ____________(shape); ___________________(set); ____________(carried) 
7. Mouth is ___________ bite and jaws described as ________________ 
8. Pasterns are strong and (sloping / without slope / springy) 
9. Topline is slightly sloping from withers to croup.  T / F 
10. Tail - __________(set); _________________________________(carried) 
11. Fringing is desirable on the tail.   T / F 
12. 4 words used to describe gait. __________   ______________   _____________   ______________ 
13. Topcoat texture is _________________________ approximately _____cm (____ins) long 
14. Which parts of the body are free from long hair? ___________________________________________ 
15. Where is coat longest? _____________________________________ 
16. Colour(s) ____________________________________________________________________ 
17.  S______________ is objectionable. What does this mean? ___________________________________ 
18. In any colour, what must be penalised? ______________________________________________ 
19. Height – Dogs ____________________; Bitches ______________________ 
20. Weight – Dogs ____________________; Bitches ______________________ 
 
 
 

BEDLINGTON TERRIER 
 
1. General appearance – g___________, l________ and m_______________ 
2. Shape of head _______________________________ 
3. Expression in repose is ________________________ but when roused __________________________ 
4. Skull is (broad, deep & curved / flat & tapering  / narrow, deep & rounded) 
5. How is the stop described? ________________________________________________________ 
6. Eyes - _______________(size); _______________(shape);  ________________________(colour) 
7. Ears - _____________(size); _____________(shape);____________(set); ________________(carried) 
8. The neck is long and tapering.  T / F 
9. Body is markedly f____________; ribs (well-rounded / flat / supple) 
10. Describe shape of back & underline _________________________________________________ 
11. Body slightly (longer / shorter) than height 
12. Feet are small and compact with well closed-up pads.  T / F 
13. Tail - __________(length); _______________(shape); __________(set); _________________(carried) 
14. Distinctive gait is ______________________________ 
15. Distinctive coat is _______________________________ 
16. Colour(s)  ________________________________________________ 
17.  Nose is always black.  T / F 
18. Height - _______________________ 
19. Weight - _______________________ 
 



 
BULL TERRIER 
 
1. 3 important characteristics (of attitude)   _________________   ___________________   ___________________ 

2. A unique feature is _____________________________________________ 
3. Describe front view of the head ___________________________________________________________ 
4. Top of skull is (slightly rounded / almost flat / curved) from ear to ear 
5. Profile is (curved downwards / straight / curved upwards); nose (square / bent downwards) at tip 
6. Eyes - _____________(shape); ____________________(set); __________________(colour) 
7. The eyes are placed closer to the top of the skull than to the tip of the nose.  T / F 
8. Ears - ____________(size); ____________________(set); _____________________(carried) 
9. Mouth/bite is ____________________ 
10. Bone of forelegs is (flat / heavy / round) 
11. Length of foreleg = depth of chest.  T / F 
12. Describe the topline ______________________________________________________________ 
13. Feet are large and oval shaped with thick pads.  T / F 
14.  Tail - __________(length); _____________________(shape); _________(set); _______________(carried)  
15. 4 words/terms describing gait  ____________   ____________   ______________   ______________ 
16. 4 words/terms describing coat  _____________   _____________   ____________   _______________ 
17. Colour(s) ___________________________________________________________________________ 
18. Size summarised as _______________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
BULL TERRIER (MINIATURE)   (only differences to Bull Terrier) 
 
1. Height - __________________________ 
2. Weight - _____________________________________________________ 
 
 
  
 
CAIRN TERRIER 
 
1. 4 words/terms used in general appearance  ____________   ___________   ____________   ___________    
2. Head is (small / moderate size / large) but in proportion to body 
3. Skull is (flat / broad / rounded) with a __________________________ between the eyes and a (slight / 
 definite /pronounced) stop. 
4. Eyes - _____________(size); _______________(set); _________________(colour) 
5. The head is well furnished and the eyes have shaggy eyebrows.  T / F 
6. Ears - ____________(size); ____________(shape); _______________(set); ________________(carried) 
7. The ears are heavily coated.  T / F 
8. Back is l___________ and  ___________ length 
9. 2 (unusual) features of the forefeet  _____________________   _______________________ 
10. Tail - ____________(length); __________________________(set); ___________________(carried) 
11. Important feature of coat   _______________________  and must be (single / double) coated 
12. Colour(s) ___________________________________________________      
13. Height –  __________________________ 
14. Weight - __________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

CESKY TERRIER 
 

1. A Terrier bred for __________________________________________ 
2. General appearance is (short / long) legged, (short / long) haired; of (square / rectangular) form 
3. Ideal measurements :  Height at withers ____________  Length of skull _____________ 
 Width of skull ____________    Girth of thorax ____________          Length of body ___________ 
4. Head shaped like ________________________________________ 
5. Toplines of forehead and of bridge of nose are parallel.  T / F 
6. Stop is (imperceptible / accentuated / apparent) 
7. Eyes - ___________(size); __________________(set); _____________________(colour) 
8. Ears - ____________(size); ________________(set); ________________(shape); _____________(carried) 
9. Mouth is always a scissor bite.  T / F 
10. Topline is not straight because ___________________________________________ 
11. Iliac crest (flank) often slightly higher than withers.  T / F 
12.  Tail - _____________(length); ____________(set); _________________________(carried) 
13. Gait is f______, e____________, v___________, with d________; gallop rather _________ 
14. 4 words/terms to describe coat ______________   ______________   ____________   _______________ 
15. The coat is clipped, except on forepart of head and lower part of legs, chest and belly.  T / F 
16.  Hair should not be longer than ____________ on upper side of neck, shoulders and back 
17. Where is the hair shorter? ________________________________________________________ 
18. Colour(s) ______________________________________________________________________ 
19. Ideal height – Dogs ______________________; Bitches ________________________ 
20. Weight - _____________________________ 
 
 
 

DANDIE DINMOUNT TERRIER 
 
1. Distinctive head with __________________________; body l______, l_____ & w___________ 
2. Head  (large / small) but in proportion to dog’s size with muscles showing _______________________ 
3. Forehead (flat / slightly rounded / well domed) 
4. Proportion of muzzle to skull is ____ :  _____ 
5. How is the stop described? _______________________________________________________ 
6. An unusual feature on the top of the muzzle _________________________________________ 
7. Eyes - ___________(size); ____________(shape); ______________  (set);  _______________(colour) 
8.  Ears - ____________(length); __________________(set); ____________________________(carried) 
9. What is there at about 5cm (2ins) from the tip? _______________________________ 
10. Inside of mouth is black or dark coloured.  T / F 
11. Bone and muscle of the short forelegs is ______________ 
12. Chest well let down between forelegs.  T / F 
13. Describe topline _____________________________________________________________________ 
14. Hindlegs a little (longer / shorter) than forelegs 
15. Tail - _____________(length); _____________(shape); _____________(set); _______________(carried) 
16. Coat is (double / single) and should lie in ____________ caused by _____________________________ 
17. Colour(s) ___________________________________________________________________ 
18. Height -  __________________ 
19.  Length from withers to root of tail should not be ______________________________ 



 

FOX TERRIER (SMOOTH) 
 
1. Bone and strength in ___________________________ 
2. Standing like ______________________________________________________________ 
3. A characteristic – on t__________ of  e_______________ 
4. Skull (slightly rounded / flat), moderately (narrow / wide), (decreasing / same) width towards eyes 
5. Foreface in a straight line like a wedge.  T / F 
6. Eyes - ____________(size); ______________(shape); ______________(colour) 
7. Ears - _____________(size); ______________(shape); ________________________(carried) 
8. Forelegs have ___________ bone with little or no appearance of an __________ in front 
9. Chest (deep & wide/ deep, not broad / below elbows); back (short & level / short & sloping / long) 
10. Hindquarters strong & muscular, free from _____________________________ 
11. Feet are small, round and compact.  T / F 
12. Tail - _____________(length); ______________(set);  __________________(carried) 
13. 4 words describing the coat _____________   _____________   ____________   _______________    
14. Colour(s) - _____________________________________________________________________ 
15. Weight – Dogs ________________________; Bitches ____________________ 
 
 
 

FOX TERRIER (WIRE)  (differences to Smooth) 
 
1. Topline of folded ears   _______   ________  level of skull 
2. Coat (single / double), d_______ with very  w_______ texture   
3. Length of coat - _________ on shoulder to _________ on withers, back, ribs and quarters 
4.  Hair on jaws is  c_______; hair on legs is  d______ and  c_______  

5. Height – Dogs ________________________; Bitches ____________________ 
6. Weight – Dogs ___________________; Bitches ____________________ 
 
 
 
GERMAN HUNTING TERRIER 
 
1. A medium sized, black and tan, hunting dog.   T / F 
2. Give one(1) of the important proportions listed  ____________________________________________ 
3. Head is e_____________, slightly __________ shaped, not ______________ 
4. Muzzle is (slightly longer than / equal to / slightly shorter than) skull 
5. Eyes - ___________(size); _______________(shape); ______________(colour) 
6. Ears - ____________(shape); _____________(set); ___________________(carried) 
7. Ground to elbow is (more than / approximately equal to / less than) elbow to withers 
8. Topline is s____________ and length of back is (short / not too short) 
9. Tail carriage (when undocked) is  ________________________________________ 
10. 2 types of coat -  _________________________    _______________________ 
11. Colour(s) _____________________________________________________________________________ 
12. Height – Dogs _____________________; Bitches ____________________ 
13. Weight – Dogs ______________________; Bitches _____________________ 
 
 
 
 



GLEN OF IMAAL TERRIER 
 
1. Size of dog and length of coat is ______________; body (shorter / longer) than high 
2. Great strength with impression of maximum substance for size.  T / F 
3. Skull of good width & fair length; muzzle tapering; well defined stop.  T / F 
4. Eyes - __________(size); _____________(shape); ______________(set); ________________(colour) 
5. Ears - ___________(size); ______________________(carried) 
6. Forelegs are (short / long) and (straight / slightly bowed) 
7. Describe topline ______________________________________________ 
8. Front feet turn out slightly from pastern.  T / F 
9. Tail carried  ___________________ 
10. Coat is (single / double) of ___________ length and _______________ in texture 
11. Colour(s) _______________________________________________________________ 
12. Maximum height for dogs and bitches - ___________________ 
 
 

KERRY BLUE TERRIER 
 
1. 4 words/terms used in general appearance  ___________   ___________   ___________   ____________   
2. Temperament described as d______________  g_____________ 
3. Top of skull (flat / slightly rounded); skull (long & broad / short & lean / long & lean) 
4. What is described as ‘deep and punishing’? ____________________________________ 
5. The stop is clearly defined.  T / F 
6. Eyes - ________________(size); _________________(shape); _________________(colour) 
7. Ears - ________________(size); _________________(shape); ___________________(carried) 
8. Gums and roof of mouth are _____________ & bite is _______________ 
9. Feet - ____________(size); ______________(shape) 
10. Body is s_______ c__________ with _________ chest and ___________ topline 
11. Gait is f_______ and p____________ 
12. 4 words describing the coat  ______________   _____________    _____________   _____________ 
13. Colour(s) _________________________________________________________________ 
14. Permissible variations (3) __________________  _________________  ________________________ 
15. Ideal height – Dogs ________________________; Bitches ___________________ 
16. Weight – Dogs ____________________; Bitches _____________________ 
 
LAKELAND TERRIER 
 
1. 3 words/terms used in general appearance  _____________   ______________   _______________ 
2. Head is well __________  with length of muzzle (equal to / not exceeding / less than ) length of skull 
3. Nose is always black.  T / F 
4. Ears - ____________(size); _____________(shape);  ______________(set); ______________(carried) 
5. The neck is described as  r_________ 
6. Chest is reasonably  (broad / narrow) and back (very / moderately / never) short 
7. Feet are small, round, compact and well padded.  T / F 
8. Coat is (double / single) 
9. 3 words/terms describing coat (texture) _____________   ______________   _______________ 
10.  Colour(s) __________________________________________________________ 
11. Colours that are not typical _______________________________________ 
12. Height - _____________________ 
13. Weight – Dogs __________________; Bitches __________________ 



 
 

SCOTTISH TERRIER 
 
1. T_____-set, s_______ - legged with suggestion of _______________________________________ 
2. Head gives impression of being (short / long) for size of dog 
3. Skull (flat / nearly flat / rounded) , cheekbones (protruding / not protruding) 
4. Skull (longer than / equal to / shorter than) foreface & stop (imperceptible / slight but distinct / definite) 
5. Line from nose to chin, in profile, appears (vertical / sloping forwards / sloping backwards) 
6. Eyes - ____________(shape); ________________________(set); _________________(colour) 
7. Ears - ______________(size); ______________(shape); ________________(set); _____________(carried) 
8. Chest fairly broad and hung between forelegs.  T / F 
9. Forelegs well boned and slightly curved to fit around chest.  T / F 
10. Back is proportionately (short / long) and topline is s___________ and l_______ 
11. What is remarkable about the hindquarters? _______________________________________________ 
12. Tail - ________________(length); ____________________(shape); ___________________(carried) 
13. Coat is c______  lying, (single / double), outer being h_______, d_______ & w_______    
14. Colour(s) ___________________________________________ 
15. Height - ________________________ 
16. Weight - _______________________ 
 
 
 
 
STAFFORDSHIRE BULL TERRIER 
 
1. Characteristics – traditionally of ________________________________________ 
2. 3 words/terms describing temperament  _____________   ______________   ______________ 
3. Head is short, deep through with broad skull.  T / F 
4. What is very pronounced? _________________________________ 
5. Foreface is short with distinct stop and nose is black.  T / F 
6. Eyes - ___________(size); _____________(shape); _______________(set); _______________(colour) 
7. Ears - ____________(size); _______________________(carried) 
8. Neck is very muscular and long.  T / F 
9. Forelegs are (slightly bowed / straight); (fine / round / well) boned; set rather (wide apart /close together) 
10. Topline (rises to slight arch over loins / slopes down from withers to hips / level) 
11. Strong, medium sized feet may turn out a little below the pasterns.  T / F 
12. 4 words/ terms to describe gait - __________   ____________   ___________   ______________ 
13. 3 words describing coat - ____________   ____________   ___________ 
14. Colour(s) ______________________________________________________________________ 
15. Undesirable colour(s) are __________________________________________ 
16. Desirable height - ___________________ 
17. Weight – Dogs ________________________; Bitches___________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

TENTERFIELD TERRIER 
 
1. Agile working terrier of _________________________________________________ 
2. Size of head in proportion to body is (small / medium / large) 
3. Overall shape of head is ___________, w______ f________ under the eyes 
4. Stop is (slight /moderate / distinct); muzzle (longer than /equal to /shorter than) skull with ______ planes  
5. Eyes - __________(size); _____________(shape); _______________(colour) 
6. Ears - __________(size); _____________(shape); _________________(set); _______________(carried) 
7. Length of ear roughly equals ____________________________ 
8. Forelegs are of strong, (flat / fine / round) bone 
9. 3 words to describe the topline - ___________   ____________   _____________ 
10. The moderately wide chest may reach to just below the elbows.  T / F 
11. Tail - ____________(length); __________________(set); _____________________(carried) 
12. Coat to be s_______ and of s________ texture 
13. Colour(s) ____________________________________________________________ 
14. All white is an acceptable colour.  T / F 
15. Height - ____________________ with the ideal being ________________________________ 
16. Weight - ______________________________ 
 
 
 
WELSH TERRIER 
 
1.   3 words/terms used in general appearance  ___________   ____________   _______________ 
2. Temperament – h________ &  v__________ ; g_______ & f_____________ 
3. Skull is (slightly rounded / flat / long) and of ___________ width between ears. 
4. Words describing the jaws are ____________   _____________   _____________   _____________ 
5.  Stop is (distinct / imperceptible / not too defined) 
6. Eyes - ______________(size); _______________(shape); _________________(colour) 
7. Ears - ___________(size); ______________(shape); _______________(set); ______________(carried) 
8. Forelegs possess refined bone and pasterns are sloping.  T / F 
9. Back is (short / moderate length / long) with width of chest (well developed / moderate / narrow) 
10. Feet are small, round and cat-like.  T / F 
11. 3 words describing the coat  ____________   ___________   ____________ 
12. Desirable coat is (single / double) 
13. Colour(s) __________________________________________________________________ 
14. Black below hocks and pencilling on toes is permissible.  T / F 
15. Height - _____________________________ 
16. Weight - ____________________________  
 
 
 
  



Answers:  
Australian Terrier  1. Sturdy, lowset, long  2. Hard bitten, rugged  3. Long, flat  4. Strong, powerful, equal to  5. Small, oval, well apart, dark 
brown  6. Small, pointed, moderately wide, erect  7. Scissor, punishing  8. Without slope  9. F  10. High, straight as possible but may curve 
over back  11. F  12. Free, true, springy, forceful  13. Harsh straight dense, 6cm, 2.5ins  14. Muzzle, lower legs & feet  15.  Ruff around neck  
16. Blue & tan, sandy or red  17. Smuttiness, smudged or dirty looking (as in mixed hairs)  18. White markings on chest or feet  19. 25cm 
(10ins); slightly less 20. 6.5kg (14lbs); slightly less 
Bedlington Terrier  1. Graceful, lithe, muscular  2. Pear, or wedge  3. Mild & gentle, spirited & full of confidence (or courage) 4. Narrow, 
deep & rounded  5. No stop, straight unbroken line from occiput to tip of nose  6. Relatively small, triangular, depends on coat colour  7. 
Moderate, filbert, low, hanging flat to cheek  8. T  9. Flexible; flat  10. Natural arch over loin & definite tuck-up of underline  11. Longer  12. 
F  13. Moderate, thick root tapering to point gracefully curved, low, never over back  14. Mincing  15. Thick and linty  16. Blue, liver or 
sandy with or without tan  17. F  18. About 41cms (16ins)  19. 8-10kg (18-23lbs) 
Bull Terrier  1. Courageous, full of spirit, fun loving  2. Down-faced, egg-shaped head  3. Egg-shaped, completely filled, no hollows or 
indentations 4. Almost flat  5. Curved downwards, bent downwards  6. Narrow & triangular, obliquely placed, black or dark brown  7. T  8. 
Small & thin, closed together, stiffly erect  9. Scissor  10. Round  11.  T  12. Short level back, arching slightly over loins  13. F   14. Short, thick 
at root tapering to a fine point, low, horizontally  15. Any of – well knit, smoothly covering ground, free, easy strides, typical jaunty air  16. 
Any of – short, flat, even, harsh to touch, fine gloss  17. White, brindle, black, red, fawn, tri-colour – colour predominates  18. Maximum 
substance for size of dog 
Bull Terrier (Min)   1. Not exceeding 35½cm (14ins)  2. No weight limit but an impression of substance to size of dog 
Cairn Terrier   1. Any of – agile, alert, workmanlike, natural appearance, standing forward on forepaws, weather-resistant coat  2. Small  3. 
Broad, decided indentation, definite  4. Medium, wide apart, dark hazel  5. T  6. Small, pointed, not too close, erect   7. F  8. Level, medium   
9. Larger than hind feet, may be slightly turned out  10. Short, not high nor low, gaily but not turned down towards back  11. Weather-
resistant, double  12. Cream, wheaten, red, grey, nearly black. Brindling acceptable.  13. Approx. 28-31cm (11-12ins)  14. 6-7½kg (14-16lbs) 
Cesky Terrier  1. Hunting foxes & badgers  2. Short, long, rectangular  3. 29cm(11⅜ins) 27cm(10⅝ins), 21cm(8¼ins) 20cm(7⅞ins), 
10cm(4ins) 9cm(3½ins), 45cm(17¾ins) 44cm(17¼ins), 43cm(17ins) 40cm(15¾ins)  4. Long, blunt, not too broad wedge  5. F  6. Apparent  
7. Medium, slightly deep set & overhanging eyebrows, brown or dark brown in grey-blue dogs & light brown in coffee-brown dogs  8. 
Medium, fairly high, triangle, falling flat along cheeks  9. F  10. Loins and rump are always moderately arched  11. T  12. 18-20cm (7-8ins), 
low, sabre-shape horizontal or higher  13. Free, enduring, vigorous, drive, slow  14. Any of - Long, fine, firm, slightly wavy, silky gloss, not 
too abundant  15. T  16. 1-1.5cm (½in)  17. Sides of body, tail, ears, cheeks, under neck, elbows, thighs, vent  18. Grey-blue, light coffee-
brown  19. 29cm (11½ins); 27cm (10½ins)  20. 6-10kg (14-22lbs) 
Dandie Dinmont Terrier    1.beautiful silky covering (topknot), long, low, weasley   2. Large, extraordinary development  3. Well domed  4.  
3:5  5. It isn’t  6. Triangular bare patch pointing backwards to eyes from nose about 1 inch broad  7. Large, round & full, wide apart and low, 
rich dark hazel  8. 7½-10cms (3-4ins), well back wide apart low on skull, pendulous hanging close to cheeks  9. Thin feather of light hair  10. 
T  11. Immense 12. T  13. Back rather low at shoulders having slight downward curve and corresponding arch over loins, then gradual drop 
from loins to root of tail 14. Longer 15. 20-25cm (8-10ins), thick at root then thicker & then tapering to point, neither high nor low, scimitar 
with tip in perpendicular line with root 16. Double, pencils, harder hair coming through softer undercoat  17. Pepper or mustard  18. 20-
28cm (8-11ins)  19. more than twice the height   
Fox Terrier (Smooth)  1. Small compass  2. Well made, short backed hunter, covering a lot of ground  3. Tiptoe, expectation  4. Flat, narrow, 
decreasing  5. F  6. Moderately small, as circular as possible, dark  7. Small, V-shaped, dropping forward close to cheek with fold above level 
of skull  8. Strong, ankle  9. Deep not broad, short & level  10. Droop or crouch  11. T  12. Moderate, rather high, gaily but not over back  13. 
Any of – straight, flat, smooth, hard, dense, abundant  14. White predominates with tan and/or black markings. May be all white.  15. 7½-
8kg (16-18lbs);  7-7½kg (15-17lbs) 
Fox Terrier (Wire)  1. Well  above  2. Double, dense, wiry  3. ¾inch, 1½ins  4. Crisp, dense, crisp  5.  Not exceeding 39cm (15½ins); slightly 
less  6.8kg (18lbs); slightly less 
German Hunting Terrier   1. F  2. Chest 10-12cm more than height at withers  OR body significantly longer then height at withers  OR  depth 
of chest 55-60% of height at withers  3. Elongated, wedge, pointed  4. Slightly shorter  5. Small, oval, dark  6. V-shaped, high, semi-drop  7. 
Approximately equal to  8. Straight, not too short  9. Horizontal or slightly sabre-shaped  10. Hard rough hair, coarse smooth hair  11. Black, 
dark brown or greyish-black with fawn (yellow-red) markings on eyebrows, muzzle, chest, legs, base of tail  12. 33-40cm (13-15½ins); same 
13. According to build – not too light nor too heavy  
Glen of Imaal Terrier  1. Medium, longer  2. T  3. T  4. Medium, round, well apart, brown  5. Small, rose or half pricked  6. Short, slightly 
bowed  7. Slightly rising to strong loin  8. T  9. Gaily  10. Double, medium, harsh  11. Blue, brindle & wheaten   12. 35-36cm (14ins) 
Kerry Blue Terrier  1. Upstanding, well knit, well proportioned, muscular body  2. Disciplined gameness  3. Flat, long & lean  4. Foreface and 
jaw  5. F  6. Small to medium, not given, dark as possible  7. Small to medium, V-shaped, forward but not too high  8. Dark, scissor  9. Small, 
round  10. Short coupled, deep, level  11. Free, powerful  12. Soft, silky, plentiful, wavy  13. Any shade of blue with or w/o black points  14. 
Tan in puppies, dark colour up to 18months, small white patch on chest  15. 46-48cm (18-19ins); slightly less   16. 15-17kg (33-37lbs); 
16kg(35lbs) 
Lakeland Terrier   1. Any of - smart, workmanlike, well balanced, compact  2. Balanced, not exceeding  3. F  4. Moderately small, V-shaped, 
not too high nor too low, alertly  5. Reachy  6. Narrow, moderately  7. T  8. Double  9. Dense, harsh, weather resisting  10. B&T, blue &T, 
red, wheaten, red grizzle, liver, blue or black.  11. Mahogany, deep tan  12. Not exceeding 37cm (14½ins)  13. 8kg (17lbs); 7kg (15lbs) 
Scottish Terrier  1. Thick, short-legged, great power and activity in small compass  2. Long  3. Nearly flat, not protruding  4. Equal to, slight 
but distinct  5. Sloping backwards  6. Almond, fairly wide apart under eyebrows, dark brown  7. Neat - not large, pointed, on top of skull not 
too close together, erect  8. T  9. F  10. Short, straight, level  11. Powerful for size of dog – big wide buttocks – deep thighs 12. Moderate, 
thick at root tapering, upright or slight bend  13. Close, double, harsh, dense, wiry  14. Black, wheaten, brindle  15. 25-28cm (10-11ins)  16. 
8½-10½kg (19-23lbs) 
Staffordshire Bull Terrier   1. Indomitable courage and tenacity  2. Bold, fearless, totally reliable  3. T  4. Cheek muscles  5. T  6. Medium, 
round, look straight ahead, dark but may vary with coat colour  7. Not large, rose or half pricked  8. F   9. Straight, well, wide apart  10. Level  
11. T  12. Free, powerful, agile, economy of effort  13. Smooth, short, close  14. Red, fawn, white, black, blue, brindle – any of these with 
white  15. B&T, liver  16. 36-41cm (14-16ins)  17. 13-17kg (28-38lbs); 11-15.4kg (24-34lbs) 
Tenterfield Terrier  1.  Great versatility & pleasing proportion  2. Medium  3. Wedge, well filled  4. Moderate, equal to, parallel  5. Not large, 
slightly oval, dark as possible  6. Medium, V-shape & slightly rounded tips, high on outer edge of skull, erect or semi-erect  7. Width 



between ears  8. Round  9. Short, compact, level  10. F  11. Varying, high, erect or gaily but not over back  12. Short, smooth  13.  
Predominantly white with black, liver and/or tan markings  14. F  15. 22½-30½cm (10-12ins), 28cm(11ins)  16. In proportion to size of dog 
Welsh Terrier  1. Any of – smart, workmanlike, well-balanced, compact  2. Happy, volatile; game, fearless  3. Flat, moderate  4. Powerful, 
clean cut, deep, punishing  5.Not too defined  6.Relatively small, not round, dark  7. Small, V-shaped, fairly high, forward close to cheek  8. F 
9. short, moderate  10. T  11. Any of – wiry, hard, close, abundant  12. Double  13. B&T preferred, or black grizzle & tan  14. F  15. Not 
exceeding 39cm (15½ins)  16. 9-9½kg (20-21lbs)     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAME THE BREED!! 
 
• Distinctive coat, thick and linty, standing out from skin  _______________________________ 
• Untrimmed, harsh coat with definite ruff around the neck  _______________________________ 
• 14 – 16 inches       _______________________________ 
• Smart, workmanlike, well balanced and compact (2 breeds)  _______________________________ 
• Distinctive head with beautiful silky covering   _______________________________ 
• Thick-set…. Short-legged….great power and activity in small compass     _____________________________ 
• Colour is grey-blue or light coffee-brown    ________________________________ 
• Low, weasley body       ________________________________ 
• Gums and roof of mouth (inside of mouth) dark (2 breeds)            ________________________________ 
• Standing like a short backed hunter covering a lot of ground (2 breeds) ______________ _______________ 
• Bold, fearless and totally reliable     ________________________________ 
• Coat is soft, silky, plentiful and wavy     ________________________________ 
• Topline of ears folded well above level of skull   ________________________________ 
• Ears filbert shaped with fringe of whitish hair at the tips  ________________________________ 
• Courageous, full of spirit, with a fun loving attitude (2 breeds)       ________________________________ 
• Hindquarters strong & muscular, free from droop or crouch (2 breeds)  ______________________________ 
• Hindquarters remarkably powerful  for size of dog   ________________________________  
• Eyes appearing narrow and triangular, obliquely placed (2 breeds)   ________________________________ 
• Average weight – Dogs 8kg (17lbs); Bitches 7kg (15lbs)  ________________________________ 
• No stop, the line from occiput to nose straight & unbroken  ________________________________ 
• Very pronounced cheek muscles, distinct stop, short  foreface   ________________________________ 
• Colour pepper or mustard      ________________________________ 
• Hard bitten, rugged appearance     ________________________________ 
• Front feet may turn slightly out (4 breeds)    ________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     



WHOSE HEAD??   

1. Head small, but in proportion to body. Skull broad, decided indentation between eyes 
with definite stop. Muzzle powerful. Head well furnished.  

2. Head large, but in proportion to dog’s size. Skull broad with forehead well domed. Muzzle 
in proportion to skull as 3 is to 5. Muzzle has triangular bare patch. 

3. Head long, but in proportion to size of dog. Skull nearly flat and of equal length to 
foreface. Slight but distinct stop. Nose black and in profile appearing to slope backwards. 

4. Head medium sized in proportion to body. Slightly rounded from ear to ear. From the 
front, wedge shaped and well filled under eyes. Stop moderate. Skull length = muzzle, with 
parallel planes.  

5. Head and skull well-balanced. Skull flat and refined.  Jaws powerful and muzzle broad but 
not too long. 

6. Head and skull well-balanced, long, proportionately lean with slight stop and flat over the 
skull. Foreface and jaw very strong, deep and punishing. 

7. Shaped like a long, blunt, not too broad wedge, the toplines of the forehead and of the 
bridge of the nose make a distinct break from level.  

8. Head long, strong and deep right to end of muzzle. From the front egg-shaped and 
completely filled. Profile curves gently downwards from top of skull to tip of nose. 

9. Long, with flat skull of moderate width, full between eyes, slight but definite stop. Muzzle 
strong and powerful, and equal in length to skull, which is covered with a soft topknot. 

 

 



PRACTICE  MULTIPLE  CHOICE 

1. The general appearance of the Tenterfield Terrier 
 (a)  smart, workmanlike, well balanced and compact 
 (b)  strong, active, agile, of great versatility and of pleasing proportion 
 (c)  active and lively, bone and strength in small compass, never cloddy or coarse 
 
2. The ears of the Kerry Blue Terrier are 
 (a)  V-shaped, small to medium sized; carried forward but not too high 
 (b)  small, V-shaped, flaps neatly folded over dropping forward close to the cheeks 
 (c)  moderately sized, triangular shaped, set on low and hanging flat to the cheeks 
 
3. The skull of the Bedlington Terrier is 
 (a)  narrow, deep and rounded with profuse silky topknot 
 (b)  long, flat and of moderate width, covered with a soft topknot  
 (c)  long, well domed, covered with very soft, silky hair not confined to a mere topknot  
 
4. The body of the Australian Terrier is 
 (a)  long, strong and flexible, chest well developed and well let down 
 (b)  medium length, sturdy with strong supple loin and level topline 
 (c)  long in proportion to height, strongly constructed, level topline 
 
5. The eyes of the Scottish Terrier are 
 (a)  almond-shaped, dark brown, fairly wide apart, well set under eyebrows 
 (b)  medium size, slightly deep set, dark brown, well covered by overhanging eyebrows 
 (c)  large, round, dark, set wide apart and low, under coarse haired eyebrows 
 
6. The tail of the Staffordshire Bull Terrier is 
 (a)  fairly long, set low, thick at root and tapering; shaped like an old fashioned pump handle 
 (b)  moderate length, high set; carried with a curve to look like an old fashioned pump handle   
 (c)  medium length, low set, tapering to a point; likened to an old fashioned pump handle  
 
7. The coat of the Lakeland Terrier 
 (a)  dense, wiry, weather resistant without undercoat 
 (b)  dense, harsh, weather resisting with good undercoat  
 (c)  wiry, hard, very close and abundant; single coat undesirable 
 
8. The feet of the Cairn Terrier 
 (a)  good size, well padded, forefeet slightly larger than hindfeet 
 (b)  forefeet, larger than hind, may be slightly turned out; pads thick and strong  
 (c)  compact and strong with rounded pads; front feet turn out slightly from pastern 
 
9. The eyes of the Australian Terrier are 
 (a)  small, oval, of dark brown colour; set well apart and not prominent 
 (b)  medium sized, almond shaped, very dark brown; set apart and slightly prominent 
 (c)  relatively small, round and dark in colour; set to look straight forward 
 
10. The characteristics of the Fox Terrier (Smooth and Wire) 
 (a)  gay, fearless demeanour, on tiptoe of expectation 
 (b)  alert determination, with definite terrier style and character throughout 
 (c)  alert, quick of movement, on tiptoe of expectation 
 

  

Answers:  1. b  2. a  3. a  4. c  5. a  6. c  7. b  8. b  9. a  10. c 


